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Drawing adapted from "A Delayed Choice Quantum Eraser" by Yoon-Ho Kim, R. Yu, S.P. Kulik, Y.H. Shih, and Marlon O. Scully
http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/quant-ph/9903047 (citations omitted) Phys.Rev.Lett. 84 1-5 (2000). Using explication from Ross Rhodes
www.bottomlayer.com.

Mirror.

This beam-splitter is the
quantum eraser. From here
on to d1 or d2 there is no
information as to which
path the photon has taken.
It could be green or red.

Photons arrive separately, one by
one. It is quantum random whether
one goes into area A or B. The
exiting red or green photons are
entangled pairs. Only one pair
exits at a time – red or green, not
both.

The A-B device is a special crystal
that turns photons into entangled
pairs which are then split apart by
a special prism at each slit (not
shown) to send them one to dØ and
the other to the large prism.

The photons are physically recorded as to
position each time they arrive at dØ. Their
entangled twins arrive at their detectors
well afterwards in time. The graphs
nevertheless always show interference or
clumping at dØ according to whether the
twin came to d1-2 or d3-4.

DØ records this for d1 & for d2.

X axis

Lens to focus the photons
onto dØ. It also regulates
the time to dØ.

Prism.

Beam-splitter. Permits passing through
or reflecting in a quantum random
manner. The drawing is not to scale.
Photons always get to the splitters
AFTER their twins have hit dØ.

X axis

The Delayed Choice Quantum Eraser Experiment
as done by Kim, Yu, Kulik, Shih and Scully, 2000

X axis

DØ records this for d3 & for d4.

Coincidence Circuit – Correlates dØ hits
with d1,2,3 or 4 hits. DØ records all hits for
each detector with x-axis position. Later
this info can be plotted, according to where
it came from, as hit frequency vs x-axis
position. Study the graphs to the left, and
think about why they are different.
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Which-path info is available for these hits. D4 hits are always green, always came from slit B. D3 red from slit A. The scientists call this pattern clumping, as the hits clump around the center of the target, more towards the center, fewer to either side
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No path info for these hits. D2 hits may have come from either slit A or slit B. Same for d1 hits. The graph is an interference pattern, characteristic of waves interfering with each other.
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This prism directs the paths of the B and the A idler photons as indicated. (One of the two entangled photons in an entangled pair is called the signal photon and the other an idler. In this diagram the idlers go off down to the right and the signal guys go up to dØ.)


